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The connected cutset connecti.vity (connected edge-cutset connectivity) of a nontrivial 
connected graph G is the minimum cardinal&y of a set S of vertices (edges) of G such that the 
subgraph induced by S is connected and G-S is either disconnected or trivial. The connected 
cutset connectivity and the minimum degree of a graph are compared, as are the connected 
cutset connectivity and connected edge-cutset connectivity. The connected edge-cutset connec- 
tivity is bounded below by its edge-connectivity and above by its minimum degree, and these 
bounds are shown to be sharp. A% stmkienr condition is established for the connected 
edge-cutset connectivity of a graph to equal its minimum degree that does not imply its 
edge-connectivity equals its minimum degree. 
We take a vertex cutset (edge cutset) of a graph G to mean a set 5’ of vertices 
(edges) such that G-S is disconnected or trivial. connec&M@ K(G) of a graph 
G is the minimum cardinality of a vertex cutset while the edge-connectiviry 
zclfG) is the minimum cardinality of an edge cutset of G. (For other basic graph 
theory definitions and terminology see [3].) 
Esfahanian [4] studied the problem of determining the minimum cardinality of 
an edge cutset 5’ of a graph G such that S does not contain all edges incident with 
any vertex of G. Esfahanian also investigated the wrres nding vertex wnnec- 
tivity. The goal here is to further explore characteristics of vertex cutsets (edge 
cutsets) of a graph. In particular, we consider the natural property of being 
connected. These kinds of considerations might apply to vulnerability problems. 
For example, it may be advantageous to disrupt a railway network by seizing 
control of depots th& are in close td one another-one such possibility 
being that the depots fo a connect& 
For a nontrivial connected graph I e connected cutset covanectivity 
m(G) of G to be the minimum cardinality of a vertex cutset S of G 
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W(G) sp - i for all graphs G of order p. 
order p for which W(G) =p - 1. 
now charactetie those graphs G of 
Let G be Q graph of order p 3 1. The% w(G) =p - 1 if and only if 
If G= or G = Cp, then CK(G) =p - 1. Conversely, suppose that G is 
h of order p such that CK(G) =p - 1. Assume first that G is not 
2-connected so that K(G) = 0 or 1. en, as we have seen, CK(G) = K(G), so that 
or G = I& ??e may assu therefore, that G is 2-connected. Suppose 
If G is 3=connected, then G contains a pair U, IJ of nonadjacent vertices. Since 
G - (u, u) is connected and G - (V(G) - {u, v}) is disconnected, CK(G) up - 
nce K(G) = 2. If G contains a pair u, TV of nonadjacent verti 
, v} is connected, then CK(G) sp - 2, which is not possible. 
s that G contains no vertex of degree p - 1. Thus the removal of every pair 
acent vertices of G produces a disconnected graph. Therefore, every 
vertex of G belongs to a vertex cutset of cardinality 2, implying that G is critically 
owever, then, G contains a vertex v of degree 2 (see [2]). Let u 
eighbors of v in G. Since every pair of nonadjacent vertices is a 
of 6, every vertex x in V(G) - {u, v, w} is a cut-vertex of G - v. 
show next that C -v =PP_+ If G-v is a tree, then G-v EP~_~; 
otherwise, G has at least three end-vertices and therefore at least three vertices 
that are non-cut-vertices. Assume, therefore, that G - v is not a tree. Then every 
tree of G -v has ex two non-cut-vertices, imp@ing that every 
tree of G - v is a path. ever, since G - v is not a tree, it follows if T 
ning tree of G - v, there is an edge xy in G -v that joins 
t z be the vertex immediately following x on the x-y 
ng tree of G - v that contains three 
end-vertices, namely, u, w and z. hen G - v contains at least three 
_l, so that G=C,. 0 
rlier, K(G) s CK(G) for every graph 6. rthez, we know that 
wever, rreither t connected cutset connectivity nor the 
urn degree of a graph bounds other in general, as we now verify. 
em with a =S b and a s c. Then there exists Q 
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ected. Since every ve 
erefore z(G) 2 a. 
disconnected, UC(G) s a so that ~(6) = e. 
For the remainder of the proof we consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose a < b s c 
= Hb--a+1 ~K,pCl~G2~. . .s Gb++* and suppose that 
. . . , ~i,~) and V(Gi) = (Ui.1, Ui,2, 
be obtained from HI U Hz U l l l U 
in (vi,jt.li+~,jI l<isb-U, lsjsc}, 
GluG2U- l l U Gb_-o+l by adding the edges in {Ui,iUi+ 
Now let F = &-a with V(F) = {M+, w2, . . . , w,-~}. fine G to be the graph 
obtained from H’ U G 
F to every vertex in ince c a 2, it follows that degas,,, = c, 
implying that 8(G) = c. In a straightforward manner it can be shown that 
K(G) = a. 
It remains to be shown that CK(G) = 6. Let S = {Q, v2,+ . . e , IJ~_~+~,~} u 
(F). Then IS( = the graph (S) G is connected, and G - S is disconnected. 
ence c~(G)eb. e show that CK(G) 3 b. Assume, to the contrary, that there 
exists a set V of at most b - 1 vertices h that (V), is connected and G - V is 
disconnected. Since 6 - _ < c, both V and 6’ - V are connected, and 
V(H,,_a+l) - V as well as V(Gb_,,,) - V are nonempty. Consequently, 
and either v 1,1 or ultl belongs to V; otherwise, G - V is connected. 
d(UI,I, x) = W1,1, x) = b - Q + 1 for each x E V(F); so because (V), is con- 
nected, V must conta at least b - a vertices that are distinct 
the vertices of F. ence IV1 a b, contrary to our assumption. 
CK(@ = b. 
Case 2. Suppose a s r < 6 
0 l l U Gb_p+l by adding the edges in (Ui,j 
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Fig. 51. 
-c&et connectivity CK@) of a nontrivial connecte 
inality of an edge cutset E of G such that (E) is 
her, if G is trivial or disconnected, then CK~(G) = 0. The graph of Fig. 1 has 
ectivity 2, while its connected edge-cutset connectivity is 3. 
If G is a nontrivial connected graph and E is an edge cutset of G such that 
and )E[ = CK~(G), then G -E contains exactly two 
this, suppose first that G’ is a tree. Let e be an edge of E 
-vertex of G’, so that (E - {e}) is connected. Observe that 
d; for otherwise, CK~(G) 6 IEI - 1, which produces a 
ce e is a bridge of G - (E - {e}), so that G -E has two 
e other hand, if 6” contains cycles and e denotes a cycle edge 
nnected as is the graph G - (E - (e}). Then e is a 
G - E has exactly two components. 
rther, since the edges incident with a vertex induce 
(6) for every graph G. If K~(G) =0 or 
ce only graphs G for which CK~(G) a 2 need 
to be considered. e show that the inequalities 
are best ssible . 
Let a, b and c be integers with 2 s a s b s c. Then there is a graph G 
I(G) = a, CK~(G) =b and cS(G) = c. 
f a=b=c, then +1 has the desired properties. If a = b <: c, let 
+I with V(Gl) = (ul, u2, . . . , u,,~] and V(G2) = {VI, 212, l . . , v,+& 
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c. t G be obtained from G’U y 
1 
adding the edges in E = {~1,1~1,1} u 
vb-a+l,lub-a+l,j 11 s j QJ - 1). Clearly S(G) = deg v1,2 = C. Since G - E is 
so that CK~(G) s 6. 
there exists a set 
’ -E” are con- 
distance between the vertices v 
IE”I & 6, contrary to our assumption. Consequently, CK~(G) 3 b and therefore 
CK@)= 6. 0 
As remarked earlier, for a graph 6, K(G) = 0 if and only if CK(G) = 0, an 
q(G) =O if and only if CK~(G) =O. Since K(G) =Q if and only if K~(G) =O, it 
follows that CK(@) = 0 if and only if q(G) = 0. Further, if CK~(G) = 1, then 
K~(G)= 1 so that K(G)= 1 an hence CK(G) = I. e next result shows, 
however, that neither the connected cutset connectivity car the connected 
edge-cutset connectivity bounds the other in general. 
3. For every pair a, b of positive integers with b # 1, there exists a graph 
G with CK(G) = a and CK,(G) = 6. 
Clearly if a = 6, then GHC,+l has the desired properties. For the 
remainder of the proof, we consider two cases. 
Cae 1. Suppose a < b 
If a = 1, then let G, = G2 = K b+l and define G to be the graph obtained from 
GI U G2 by joining a vertex v of Gr to B vertices of %,, say vpr T.J~, S : . , vb. men 
G is connected and because G - v is disconnected, ~(6;) = 1, implying that 
c~(G)=l. Let E={vv,Il~i~b}. en (E) ir, connected an 
disconnected so that CK~(G) s 6. If S 
and G2- S are connected and be 
connected. Hen= K~(G) 2 6, implying 
erefore that 1 <a < 6. 
. 0 * s G,, where V(&) = (Vi.1, Vi,29 
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G to be the graph obtained from ’ U 6’ by adding the edges in 
U {q&‘,~ 1 1 G i s b - a}. 
w first that UC(G) = a. = h,1, ‘uZ,l, . . . , t~=,~}. ‘Then (V) is 
and G - V is disconnecte ence UC(G) s a. To see that UC(G) 3 a, 
assume, to the contrary, that there exists a set S of at most a - 1 vertices of G such 
t (S) is connect - S is disconnected. Since K ‘) = K(G’) = b, both 
-SandG’-S cted. Therefore, one of the vertices vl,l and ulsl, as 
well as one of the vertices v,, l and Q, belong to S. Let u and v be two such 
vertices. Since d&u, v) 2 a - 1 d because (S) is connected, S - {u, v) 
contains at least a - 2 vertices. ence ISI 2 a, contrary to our assumption. 
erefore CK(G) = a. 
It remains to show that c&(G) = b. t E’={Vj,*Vi+l,ll l<isU-l}UE. 
connected, IE’I = b and G -E’ is disconnected, implying that 
e show next that CK~(G) a b. Assume, to the contrary, that there 
exists a set E” of at mo - 1 edges such that (E”) is connected and G - E” is 
disconnected. Since ~~ =K~(G')= b, both H’ -E” and G’-45” are con- 
nected. ence Es E”; otherwise, G -E” is connected. owever, since the 
distance between v 1,1 or al,l and the end-vertices of the edges in E - {e} is at 
least a - 1, it follows that E” - E contains at least a - 1 edges. Therefore 
I E”I 3 b, contrary to our assumption. Hence CK@) 2 b and consequently 
Case 2. Suppose b c a 
en 1 <b <a. Let Gl z G2 s l l l z G=_b+2 s K, with %‘(Gi) = (vi.1’ vi,2’ . . . , 
t 6’ be obtained from GI U G2 U l l l U Go-b+2 by adding the edges in 
I 1 s i s a - b + 1, 1 s j s a}. Define G to be the graph obtained from 
x v to v~,~, v~,~, . . . , vl,b_l and v,+,+~,~. As before, it 
a and CK~(G) = b. 0 
result shows that for every pair a, b o tegers with 1 < b s a, 
G with CK(G) =a and CK~(G) = b. next show that the 
egree of such a gr h G is determined. 
G is CL @qdi with 1 C CKl( )dCK(G), thea CKI( 
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then vi and v$ belong t 
connected, we therefore 
first that IV(G’)l = k. t v be a non-cut-vertex 
of is, G’ - 
containing v. Suppose that CM is t 
observation, V(C) - V(G’) # 
distinct components 
that (V(G’) - {v})~ is connecte 
k - 1, contrary to hypothesis. 
ence IV(G’)l = k + 1, so that ’ is a tree. Let v and w be two end-vertices of 
Go. Since IV(G’)l - k + 1~3, V(G’) - {v, w} # 
connected. Suppose v belongs to the component C’ 
other componen y a previous remark, V(C”) - V(G’) contains a 
vertex 84, say. n u and v belong to distinct components of 
G - (V(G’) - {v, w}). Since (V(G’) - { v, w} ) is connected, it follows that 
M(G) < IV(G')l - 2 = k - 1, contrary to hypothesis. 
Therefore q(G) = 8(G). q 
The result obtained in the preceding theorem is best pos-Me in the foliowing 
sense. For every pair 8, d of integers with 2 < b CC?, there is a graph @ with 
c~(6) = h, S(G) = d and c-r(G) = b - 1. To see this, suppose first that b = 2. 
Let GI = 62 = Kd+*, where V(G,) = (u,, u2,. . . , ud+*} and V(G2) = {q, v2,. . . , 
Q+~}. Define G to be the graph obtained from GI U G2 by adding the edges 
e1 
z ulvl ar,d etz 1= IJ. se_ 9sw‘“~. Thet? m(G) = 1, q(G) = 2 and 6(G) = d. 
Suppose now that R<b<d. Let GIsG2z---~Gb_ls 
w b-1, where V(Gi)= {Ui,i, Ui.2, . . . , Ui,d) and V(&)= {V 
1 s i s a - 1. Let G’ denote the graph obtained from G1 U G2 U l l l U GbGl by 
adding the edges in {Ui,jWi+l, - 2, 1 s j s d} and define H’ to be the 
graph obtained from HI U Hz U l l l U _l by adding the edges in {V,,jVi+l,j i i c 
igb-2, lSjG& Define G to be the graph o 
G’ UH’ by adding the edg 
forward argument, it can be 
A well-known problem in 
of conditions under which 
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a graph G such that (6) := a, cul(G) = S( 
ote that the lower boun given for b is necessary for the 
existence of such a graph G, since if CK~ = b = 2, then ~4 
&,2, 9 l m 9 Ui,p) and V(Hi) = { Wi,l, Vi,29 l 0 l 9 Vi,=} for I s i s a. L& G’ be obtaine 
from Gl u G2 u l l l U Ga by adding the edges in {Ui,jUi+l,j 11 G i G a - 1, 1 s j S 
by adding the edges in 
he graph obtained from 
6’ U hi” by adding a new vertex v and joining it to v1 1, q 2, . . . , vl,bwl and ul,l 
and joining v,,~ and u,,~. Then it can be shown that c;(G) L a, 
b and K~(G) = 2. 
owed that for every positi 
such that CK(G) - K(G) 3 
is leads us to believe that the problem of 
ity and connected edge-cutset connectivity 
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